COSTA COFFEE

“The Chatty Café concept ...

turned 350 of its
stores into community
hubs, helping thousands of people
has

out of social isolation.”

Since launching its Costa Community Programme in 2014,
the 2000-strong café chain has been looking for new
ways to support customers with more than just a place to
drink coffee.
A Costa survey revealed that 75% of people would like
to have more human interaction. The introduction of the
Chatty Café concept in August 2018 has turned 350 of its
stores into community hubs, helping thousands of people
out of social isolation.
Store teams reached out to their wider communities
encouraging them to take part in the scheme, targeting
local vulnerable groups and then offering Chatter and
Natter tables.
Now dozens of independent cafés and Sainsbury’s are
following Costa’s lead and adopting the concept and the
success of the project has led Costa to develop wider
plans for its stores to grow as community hubs.

OVERENDS KITCHEN ON AIRFIELD ESTATE
Dublin
Situated on a 38-acre estate in Dublin, Overends Kitchen
Restaurant is always looking for new ways to use food as a
way to build life skills and create opportunities for people
to learn in a controlled environment.

“Chefs

created a selection
of soup recipes that could be made
with the limited ingredients
found in a shelter and which
addressed clients’ protein deficiency.

In 2018 and 2019 three projects have exemplified this
work:

Five hundred people have now
enjoyed these soups.”

Overends partnered with a homeless charity, The Simon
Project. Chefs created a selection of soup recipes that could
be made with the limited ingredients found in a shelter and
which addressed clients’ protein deficiency. 500 people
have now enjoyed these soups.
Dozens of people recovering from substance abuse and
mental health issues have enjoyed a 10-week gardening
programme.
Six young adults with disabilities have benefited from the
chance to develop their employability skills with training in
the restaurant – two of them progressing into full-time jobs.

WHERE THE LIGHT GETS IN
Stockport

“Now there’s

a waiting list
of schools

keen to introduce their pupils to

new tastes, ideas and
knowledge.”

How can a restaurant build and sustain ties with the
community as well as increase kids’ knowledge of and
interest in food?
The guys at this Stockport restaurant might have just
cracked it. Once a month they host a group of ten
primary school children. The kids are treated to its full
tasting menu and then encouraged to come up with a
creative piece of work in response to their experience.
Close working ties with the schools, increased
knowledge about food, where it comes from and
what’s good for them, combined with a sense of
real purpose and engagement for staff are the
threefold benefits.
Now there’s a waiting list of schools keen to introduce
their pupils to new tastes, ideas and knowledge.
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